
 

 

Taipei Day Trip (Yehliu Scenery & Chiufen Village)  

Tour 

Hotel Lobby→Yehliu Scenery→Bay of Two Colors→Chiufen Village→Gold Ecological Park→
Hotel 

08:30       Hotel Lobby 

10:00-12:00 【Yehliu Scenery】 

The Yeh-Liu Geopark has very unique geology and is one of Taiwan’s 12 Natural Heritage Sites as 

classified by the Taiwan Council for Cultural Affairs. Excluding the 4000 year old “Queen’s Head” 

mushroom rock there is also the Fairy’s Shoe, Marine Bird Rock, Ice Cream Rock, Pearl Rock, Mazu 

Cave etc… The Geopark has an astounding variety of rock formations in a relatively small area: from 

rocks that look like mushrooms and candles to elephants and bean curd rising up from the sea, making 

this all-natural art gallery a location not to be missed.  

     
【Bay of Two Colors(Pass by)】 

Bay of Two Colors, located in the vicinity Ruifang, because the Gulf waters showed brown, blue color 

with offshore direction in stark contrast, is a major northeastern coastal special landscape. 

   
12:00-14:30【Chiufen Village】 

Chiufen has a unique old buildings and the local customs, showing retro nostalgia rather special, here 

was once a "City of Sadness" framing place, also because of the attention the film at home and abroad; 

later in 2001 or even well-known Japanese animation Hayao Miyazaki's animation division famous film 

"Spirited Away" is the way to Chiufen for the prototype to draw. 

   



 

 

15:00-16:30【Gold Ecological Park】 

Located in Jinguashi City the Gold Ecological Park is the first in Taiwan to be use green design 

concepts.  The symbol for the park represents both a mountain as well as the letter G; the letter 

refers to both the words Gold and Green the ideals behind the park.  The museum aims not only 

to perverse the history of mining in the area but also to educate visitors about the environment 

and the importance of preserving it. 

   
17:30       Hotel 
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